ERRATA.

Page  2, line 14, "on a lace" should read "or a lace."

   20, line 15, "Marchvnd" should read "Marchand."

   22, last paragraph, after "Beckett" add "by."

   25, last line, "with lace and full" should read "with lace and frill."

   27, last line, "billed frill" should read "kilted frill."

   37, line 13, "black gauge" should read "black gauze."

   46, line 18, "ruffle, gloves" should read "ruffled gloves."

   69, line 19, "Doll Paper" should read "Paper Doll."

   78, line 17, "and" should read "with."

   115, line 6, "order or Gipsies" should read "order of Gipsies."

   115, line 31, "stand" should read "standing."

   144, line 13, "jewelled hand" should read "jewelled band."

   153, line 33, "WALTER" should read "WATER."

   197, line 36, "filled" should read "fitted."

   205, line 17, "up one" should read "upon one."

   222, line 25, "A Rose Tree" should read "A Rose Garden."

   239, line 31, after "1640" add "Dress of Period."